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Research needs to be assessed and people want to use 

quantitative evidence to do so.

But many measures now used are flawed or inappropriate.

DORA fosters better ways to assess research.
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🛑

Bias

Cronyism (“Old boys’ networks”)

Patronage

Corruption



✅

Objective

Quick

Ease of ranking



🛑

Illusion of objectivity

Goodheart’s Law / gaming

Lottery-like success

Not what researchers value



✅

Context

Depth

Community validation



’

Transparent

Fair

Nuanced

Broad



Usually involve written descriptions of work instead of, or in 

addition to, lists of achievements

• Wide variety of names and forms

• No generally agreed definition



This image▶ 

was a turning point but it is 

difficult to understand 

why without understanding the 

context it appeared in

Image credit: NASA



James WebbHubble



Provide context for numbers

• Career breaks

• Implementing good practices that are time consuming

• Administrative obligations

Increase range of what is considered “success”

Can emphasize quality of research, not quantity of outputs



Brevity: Some versions exclude lengthy lists of publications

Paperwork reduction: “The achievements do not have to be 

directly associated with the current application. … That 

means you can write the CV once and then use it with small 

adaptations for other applications(.)”

https://www.snf.ch/en/gKcnwW6aEft4bMPF/page/your-curriculum-vitae-all-about-the-cv-format 

https://www.snf.ch/en/gKcnwW6aEft4bMPF/page/your-curriculum-vitae-all-about-the-cv-format


UK Research and Innovation

Swiss National Science Foundation

Luxembourg National Research Fund 
(FNR)

University of Maryland

Science Foundation Ireland

Health Research Board Ireland

European Research Council

German Research Foundation

Netherlands Organization for 
Scientific Research

Dutch Research Council (NWO)

G. & B. Moore Foundation

New Zealand Ministry of Business, 
Innovation & Employment

https://storage.fnr.lu/index.php/s/rsJNTBMxIw7X9Lr • https://www.mbie.govt.nz/science-and-technology/science-and-innovation/funding-information-and-opportunities/process/pitau-investment-management-system-portal/ 

https://storage.fnr.lu/index.php/s/rsJNTBMxIw7X9Lr
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/science-and-technology/science-and-innovation/funding-information-and-opportunities/process/pitau-investment-management-system-portal/


“Résumé for Researchers” (2019)

How have you contributed to:

1. The generation of knowledge?

2. The development of individuals? 

3. The wider research community?

4. Broader society?

https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/research-culture/tools-for-support/resume-for-researchers/ 

https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/research-culture/tools-for-support/resume-for-researchers/


https://www.ukri.org/publications/resume-for-research-and-innovation-r4ri-template/ 

“Résumé for Research and Innovation” 
used for some programs

• “(T)hink about the breadth of your 
experience in the context of your 
application.”

• “The content should be written as an 
evidenced narrative, including both 
qualitative and quantitative 
evidence. You should avoid using lists 
where possible.”

https://www.ukri.org/publications/resume-for-research-and-innovation-r4ri-template/


“Individual narrative profile”

• Intended to streamline and 

simplify the application process

• Two-page limit

• Personal statement and details; 

key outputs, contributions and 

achievements; ORCID

https://www.fnr.lu/narrative-cv/ 

https://www.fnr.lu/narrative-cv/


https://www.snf.ch/en/gKcnwW6aEft4bMPF/page/your-curriculum-vitae-all-about-the-cv-format 

“CV”
• Goal is to “facilitate 

comparisons between 
applicants” and make assessment 
more transparent

• Education and training; previous 
and current employment; major 
achievements with selected 
works; academic “age”; ORCID

https://www.snf.ch/en/gKcnwW6aEft4bMPF/page/your-curriculum-vitae-all-about-the-cv-format


Annotated CVs

• Focuses on researchers’ 

behaviors rather than outputs

• Better reflect actual work 

products

https://hibar-research.org/aligning-open-science-with-promotion-and-tenure-guidelines 

https://hibar-research.org/aligning-open-science-with-promotion-and-tenure-guidelines


Category Possible annotations

Article type Empirical, review, theoretical, commentary

Data Original, previously published, archival

Number of experiments, sample size Exp 1 (N), Exp 2 (N)

Data type Field, lab, modelling, internet, clinical

Reproducibility Open data, preregistration, replication

Authorship role CRediT taxonomy

Contribution Training, underrepresented groups, policy

https://doi.org/10.1177/1745691618810693 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1745691618810693


https://youtu.be/bn-JqSIU0m0?feature=shared 

https://youtu.be/bn-JqSIU0m0?feature=shared


Linguistic injustice

Information overload and opportunity cost

• May require researchers to:

• Track information they are not currently tracking

• Write more

• May require assessors to read more

https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.5799413 

https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.5799413


The Epic of GilgameshWandjina

https://japingkaaboriginalart.com/collections/lily-karadada • https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3375 
https://www.asianstudies.org/publications/eaa/archives/journey-to-the-west • https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/history/2019/02/who-was-the-real-robin-hood 

Journey to the West Robin Hood

https://japingkaaboriginalart.com/collections/lily-karadada
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3375
https://www.asianstudies.org/publications/eaa/archives/journey-to-the-west
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/history/2019/02/who-was-the-real-robin-hood


Read through a two page narrative CV with targeted, relevant 

information?

Read through a 30 page CV with generic lists of all research, 

all teaching, and all service outputs?

or



Reduces reliance on long, comprehensive CVs

Limit descriptions and annotations to avoid “info dumps” 

• “Annotate three key papers”



“(R)eviewers did not perceive evaluation of the narrative CV to 

be longer or more complicated compared to a traditional 

CV(.)”

- FNR. 2023. Narrative Profile: Implementation and Feedback Results 

https://fnrlu.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Website/Ei1Ox_01SnVMnf0ZpPl8MF4BiR6eqrECGk4c7b_fWcMeSw?e=szcCGV 

https://fnrlu.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Website/Ei1Ox_01SnVMnf0ZpPl8MF4BiR6eqrECGk4c7b_fWcMeSw?e=szcCGV


“In some ways, yes. In other ways, it’s so much more 

straightforward because I know exactly what I’m looking for 

when I’m looking through someone’s dossier.”

“So it probably takes a little more time, but we’re talking about 

someone who we’re committing significant resources to.”

 - Michael Dougherty

Psychology chair, University of Maryland

https://youtu.be/bn-JqSIU0m0?feature=shared 

https://youtu.be/bn-JqSIU0m0?feature=shared


https://storage.fnr.lu/index.php/s/rsJNTBMxIw7X9Lr

Slower decisions may be 

better decisions

https://storage.fnr.lu/index.php/s/rsJNTBMxIw7X9Lr




Increase timeliness of information to funders

Reduce administrative burden on researchers

Reduce burden on administrative staff

Maintain access to researcher’s work after funding awarded



Flexible, individual

information

Structured, standardized 

information



ORCID     could allow researchers to include narrative 

information or annotations in their profile

• E.g., “Select your five most papers and describe their importance.”

ORCID     could allow researchers to list standard CRediT 

listings for their contributions on papers



Sign DORA! (sfdora.org/sign)

Use our collection of good 

practices to implement change

Tell us how you improved 

assessment so we can tell 

others (sfdora.org/contact)

https://sfdora.org/sign
https://sfdora.org/contact


Join DORA Funder Discussion 

Group!

bit.ly/DORAFunderGroup 

https://bit.ly/DORAFunderGroup


Many people volunteer to serve on DORA’s Executive Board 

and Steering Committee!

sfdora.org/team

https://sfdora.org/team


Helen Buckley Woods Research on Research Institute (RoRI)

Wolfgang Kaltenbrunner Center for Science and Technology Studies (CWTS)

Judit Varga Center for Science and Technology Studies (CWTS)

Michaela Strinzel Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF)





Using Narrative CVs: Process Optimization and bias mitigation 
https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.5799413 

Cross-funder action to improve the assessment of researchers for grant funding 
https://sfdora.org/2022/01/19/cross-funder-action-to-improve-the-assessment-of-
researchers-for-grant-funding/ 

Changing the narrative: considering common principles for the use of narrative CVs in grant 
evaluation https://sfdora.org/2022/06/06/changing-the-narrative-considering-
common-principles-for-the-use-of-narrative-cvs-in-grant-evaluation/ 

https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.5799413
https://sfdora.org/2022/01/19/cross-funder-action-to-improve-the-assessment-of-researchers-for-grant-funding/
https://sfdora.org/2022/01/19/cross-funder-action-to-improve-the-assessment-of-researchers-for-grant-funding/
https://sfdora.org/2022/06/06/changing-the-narrative-considering-common-principles-for-the-use-of-narrative-cvs-in-grant-evaluation/
https://sfdora.org/2022/06/06/changing-the-narrative-considering-common-principles-for-the-use-of-narrative-cvs-in-grant-evaluation/
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